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1. Executive Summary
The following report was written by the Commercial Office of Israel to Mexico to provide an
overview of the retail ecosystem in Mexico.
With the information presented in this report, you will be able to obtain a vision prior to the
establishment of business in Mexico, with examples of companies and public institutions that
will be able to guide you regarding the best practices to be carried out for a successful
establishmentof business in the country.
Likewise, expand your business in Mexico if you already operate in the Mexican market. For
further information beyond what is stated in this report, as well as questions or connections
between the companies, organizations, and conferences listed in this report, please contact
Carla Rodríguez, who is in charge of Cybersecurity, New Media, Retail-tech, Sports-tech&
Fintech.

Carla Rodríguez Ramírez
Trade Officer
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2. The Israel Economic Mission in México
The Israel Economic Mission is based in Mexico City and represents the Foreign Trade
Administration of the Ministry of Economy and Industry of Israel. Our objective is to
promote, improve, and facilitate trade and investment in a wide variety of sectors between
Mexico and Israel. In addition, we work to develop strategic bilateral partnerships, identifying
new attractive opportunities in business and G2G bilateral trade between Mexico and Israel.
We do so via B2B meetings, business seminars, delegations, exhibitions, and other services.

2.1 The Team

Lior M. Yafe
Commercial
Attaché

Ana Chavez
Trade Officer
Agriculture, Water,
Cleantech, Food-Tech &
Mining.

Karla Lopez

Carla Rodriguez

Trade Officer

Trade Officer

HLS & Aerospace, Telecom
IT, Smart Cities, PropTech
& ConTech, E-learning and
G2G

Cybersecurity, New Media,
Retail-tech, Sports-tech and
Fintech.

Edna Sofia
Castañeda
Project Manager
Automotive and Advanced
Manufacturing.

Frida Preciado
Project Manager
Life Science & Consumer
Goods.
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3. General Information About Mexico and its Business Culture
Official Name:
Capital:

Estados Unidos Mexicanos (México)
Mexico City
Mexican Peso

Currency:
Population:

Administrative
divisions:
Government
President
Official Language:

(1 USD ~ 20.48 MXN)
128,649,565 (July 2020 est.)
32 states (estados, singular-estado); Aguascalientes, Baja California,
Baja California Sur, Campeche, Chiapas, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Colima,
Cuidad de Mexico, Durango, Guanajuato, Guerrero, Hidalgo, Jalisco,
Mexico, Michoacan, Morelos, Nayarit, Nuevo Leon, Oaxaca, Puebla,
Queretaro, Quintana Roo, San Luis Potosi, Sinaloa, Sonora, Tabasco,
Tamaulipas, Tlaxcala, Veracruz, Yucatan, Zacatecas.
Federal Presidential Constitutional Republic
Andrés Manuel López Obrador
Spanish
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3.1 Major Cities


Mexico City



Juarez, Chihuahua



Tijuana, Baja California



Guadalajara, Jalisco



Leon, Guanajuato



Monterrey, Nuevo León



Puebla, Puebla

Mexico is the largest importer and exporter in Latin America and is the second-largest
economy in LATAM after Brazil.

3.2 Business Communication
Mexican business culture prefers face-to-face methods of communication, as they find it
critical in determining potential partners' character, level of trust, and compatibility.

3.3 Business Etiquette: do’s and don’ts:


Presentation: Although before scheduling the call, the Commercial Trade Officer
sent your information (presentation, one-pager, etc.) that you provided on your ERM
request. It is essential to have a short and precise PowerPoint presentation about your
product or service. For Mexican companies, a previous experience in other markets
is essential, especially in the United States, European Union, and Latin America. In
case you do have such an experience, please emphasize it.


Read about the local company before: Do some research, look for the
person’s profile on LinkedIn and such.



Know your goals in the local market: You must provide clear information
about what you are expecting from your local partners, sales, and your strategic
plan if you already have some distributors in the market, including details
about their approximate sales volumes, etc.
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Importation issues: it is considerable to know the H.S. code of your product,
packaging for the importation, and if any relevant Mexican-local regulation
exists.



Additional information: it is always attractive for the local company to know if
you are willing to give training, marketing percentage, free samples, or pilots
before closing a deal.



Be friendly: In Mexican business culture, a direct, unmediated, pleasant, and
respectful relationship is significant long before doing business. It is important
not to go straight to business and conduct small talk before it. It can be viewed
as rude behavior. DON'T make them feel rushed or undervalued.



Accurate information: If you don't know the answer to the question asked
during the call, it's better to apologize and send the information later via email
instead of providing misinformation that can mislead or affect the meeting
adversely.

Mexican business people do not like to say "No." It's important to be hyper-aware of
body language and other non-verbal cues to avoid miscommunications. If you push the
Mexican business people, they could stop answering you.
Be careful in how you are doing business. Business in Mexico takes time to close and
longer when everything is by mail and calls.

4. What’s Digital Media?
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4.

Overview of the Retail segment in Mexico

The retail segment in Mexico is classified into two categories: apparel or departmental stores
and whole centers, also called supermarkets.
Store classification relates to the size, location, goods, and additional services offered to the
consumer, for which Mexico’s National Association of Self-Service and Department Stores,
(ANTAD), classifies them under the following criteria:

1.

Hypermarkets:

The hypermarkets are establishments with a surface of 10,000 m2, an area over which includes
merchandise lines of perishable and non-perishable goods, such as apparel items, among which
figure clothing, footwear, and furniture. Moreover, their facilities provide services such as
pharmacy, photography, and optics, among others.

2.

Supermarkets:

As per the Mexican supermarket classification, their surface varies between 4,500 and 10 000
m2; within their facilities, they provide similar products to hypermarkets at the time they
provide services, the main difference in the location size.

3.

Express supermarkets:

Have an area that varies from 500 to 4,500 m2. The products they handle are mainly groceries
and perishables. In general, they only offer the service of pharmacy and photography at times.

4.

Members club:

With a surface estimated at 4,500 m2, the clubs are only accessible to membership owners,
providing wholesale goods, services, pharmaceutical facilities, ATM availability, and hosting
food courts within their facilities.

5.

Convenient Stores:

Focus on food and beverages with a surface of less than 500m2. Although their product variety
is limited, stores are open 24/7, allowing easy access to customers for a speed purchase anytime.
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6.

Corner shops:

Their surface is limited to 250m2, providing a variety of products, from soft drinks to everyday
products, representing local express supermarkets scattered throughout the Mexican territory,
in urban and rural areas, being found on most street corners.
The graph below corresponds to customer behavior and consumer pattern when purchasing at
Mexican supermarkets, for which 31% of the Mexican population purchases majorly at WalMart, while 31% at Bodega Aurrera, a low-cost supermarket part of Wal-Mart Mexico
conglomerate.

Moreover, 8% of the Mexican customers prefer Chedraui, a supermarket with a luxury segment
called Chedraui select. At the same time, Grupo Soriana, which includes Soriana Mega and
Soriana Hypermarket, poses 8% of the consumer preference, while the FEMSA with OXXO
represents 4% of the segment.

Fig.1.- Customer behavioral supermarket preferences
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4.1 Departmental stores in Mexico
As part of the retail segment, Mexican apparel stores have been one of the areas most affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic as part of the 2020 confinement and health restrictions enforced
nationwide, despite the previous operational process continued at a slower speed when
compared to pre-pandemic.

As of Q1 2022, retailers increased their revenue; stores such as Suburbia and Palacio de Hierro
increased their income by 101% and 98% accordingly, while stores like Coppel increased their
total sales by 25%, in accordance the National Tax Service Administration data, also referred
as SAT per its acronym in Spanish.

According to SAT, from January to March 2022, the total income of the leading departmental
stores in Mexico was 88,562 million pesos, 21,600 million greater compared to 2021 Q1, which
represents 25.3% in real terms.

March 2022, departmental stores rose
23.3% in real terms, representing
29,103 million pesos, with Palacio de
Hierro at 97% and Suburbia at 72.7%,
while Grupo Coppel is the store with a
significant volume of sales, with 18.8%
compared to Q1 2021.
Moreover, it can be stated that
Mexicans have a higher acquisitional
capacity in the northern part of the
country as well as that in the Pacific,
compared to southern Mexico.
Fig. 2; Purchase capacity in Mexico per geographic zone
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4.2 E-commerce in Mexico
Due to the Covid-19 response, technological acceleration took place, especially in the retail
industry and the segment of e-commerce, where social media has significantly affected
traditional shopping experiences. The previous enforced the development of new commercial
incidents with an online component, facilitating interaction with clients while expanding their
sphere of influence.
The increase in Mexico’s eCommerce since 2020 bolsters the global tendency of online
shopping, directly affecting traditional markets that evolve linearly due to a lack of presence in
social media or digital channels.

According to the Mexican Online Sales Association, AMVO, for its acronym in Spanish Covid19, generated a 27% growth in the Mexican eCommerce segment, reporting similar figures in
markets such as the Indian, Brazilian, Argentinean, and Russian while outstripping the
international annual average of 16% and competing with retail dealer markets such as the South
Korean and Indonesian with a 28.9 % and 20% accordingly.

Moreover, in the Mexican case, Mexico City reflects most transactions for the online segment,
the remaining occurring in the country's south. At the same time, the conformation of the
customers is 55% women with an average age of 25-64 years old, being the foremost online
bought categories:

· Food delivery, 72%
· Fashion 64%
· Electronics 55%
· Cultural related 52%
· Toys, 51%

In the previous case, the fundamental reasons for which the customers acquired the goods online
relate to home delivery service, time-saving and cost-efficient, provides the alternative of
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finding goods not available in physical stores without leaving their home or job. At the same
time, 39% of the customers buy online as they can find more significant discounts.

However, most Mexicans have yet to participate in the online shopping experience, which is
majorly related to the increased electronic fraud that heightened during the coronavirus
pandemic.

The aforementioned, influenced the retailers
with the integration of more secure payment
methods,

expanded

accepted

payment

systems, further access to information, and
an easy return process for the acquired online
goods.

Fig.3 Main e-commerce marketplaces in Mexico per net sales.

The Americas Market Intelligence, AMI, with AMVO’s Q1 & Q2 figures for Mexico’s
Ecommerce, has projected for 2022 that the value of the market will be USD 60.8 million, while
AMI's analysis casts that e-commerce in Mexico will grow, reflecting a growth of 25% for the
periods between 2021- 2025, reaching a USD 114.1 billion valuations.
The biggest e-commerce retailer as a store in Mexico is Amazon, which in 2021 had a revenue
estimated at USD 2.6 billion, followed by Shein and Liverpool as the second as well as third
largest stores with$918 million and $911 million USD, representing the 20% of the online
revenue in the Mexican market. Moreover, the website of the designer Steve Madden had an
estimated growth of 237% in 2021 compared to 2020, with online net sales of US$2.3 million.
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Per the Ecommerce DB study, the online sales per segment in Mexico are visible as Electronics
and Media with 30% of eCommerce revenue, followed by the fashion industry with 25%,
Toyshops with 18%, 16% furniture and appliances, and 10% for the segment of food and
personal care.

As part of the eCommerce services, shipping providers are vital in fulfilling customers' requests,
for which it is essential to expose the main actors within the Mexican panorama. In this
case, FedEx, the Memphis-based provider, is the most frequently utilized for delivery services
among online stores, with 27%; moreover, the German national carrier, DHL, and Redpack are
among the top three shipping companies preferred by online retailers with rates among 23%
and 12% appropriately.

Fig. 4.- Main shipping services providers
for eCommerce in Mexico.

5.

Retail regulation in Mexico

The debate over the regulation of eCommerce is of recent relevance in the Mexican public
sphere over the compelled on digital services such as online services and the implementation
of social media as a tool for boosting consumer behavior in the online world, for which their
aim of complying with the international trends and market, the modernization of the national
regulations have taken place, including retail lineaments for eCommerce technological
development, protection of customer interaction and law of platforms.

5.1 Commerce regulation
13

The exchange of goods and services has been transformed by technological development and
globalization, as well as the way of doing business from anywhere in the world.
This project was designed based on the freedom of the market and the commercial reality of
online transactions to protect users, companies, and producers and, in turn, allow consumers to
identify online businesses where they can make secure purchases.

The Mexican Standard project was recently presented, which contemplated a self-regulation
mechanism (which is voluntary) for those suppliers that offer, trade, or sell goods, products, or
services in electronic media.
The Ministry of Economy joined efforts to promote electronic commerce based on security and
quality service, promoting the competitiveness of companies and in compliance with the
adhesion of article 76 Bis 1 of the Federal Consumer Protection Law on the matter, published
on January 11, 2018.

With this effort, the best practices and experiences in electronic commerce are integrated to
promote trust in this sector, enabling the use of Information and Communication Technologies.
5.2 Federal Consumer Protection Law and its Regulations
The purpose of this law is to promote and protect the rights and culture of the Consumer while
seeking fairness, and legal certainty within the relation between suppliers and consumers for
which the Consumer Protection Law was enforced in 1976, at the time it contemplated the
establishment of the Federal Consumer Protection Agency, also known as PROFECO, the
institution in charge of defending consumer rights, abuse prevention from corporations while
guaranteeing fair consumer behavior among the actors.

Moreover, the federal law establishments the definitions of Consumer and Supplier to provide
a better understanding of the contours, considering that the Consumer, who can be a person or
a company, is who buys goods, products or services, regardless of it being the final recipient or
whether it integrates them into the market process with third parties.
Likewise, the supplier definition involves a person who promotes, sells, rents, or distributes
goods, products, or services.
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It can also be stated that within the law, the rights of the Consumer have been manifested to be:


Right to information; in this aspect, all the information on the goods and services offered
to the Consumer must be timely, complete, clear, and truthful.



Right to education, this segment involves the Consumer being aware of its rights and
how the law protects them, at the time they improve consumer habits.



Right to choose, when choosing a product or service, no one can pressure you, condition
the sale, or demand payments or advances without you having signed a contract.



Right to safety and quality. The goods and services must comply with the standards and
provisions regarding safety and quality.



Right to no discrimination; no one can deny you a product or service because of your
sex, race, religion, economic condition, nationality, sexual orientation, or because you
have disability.



Right to compensation. If sold a poor-quality product, you have the right to replace it or
have your money returned and, if applicable, to a bonus of not less than 20% of the price
paid.



Right to protection, in this segment, PROFECO safeguards the consumer rights to not
be subject to abuse.

5.3 Mexico’s Regulatory Entities
In Mexico, there are three main regulatory entities, which are key actors in the development of
the retail segment national wide; moreover, they take part in the decision-making process within
the public sector as well as in private, ensuring the companies comply with federal guidelines,
at the time they ensure the consumers enjoy the benefits of the law, which protects their
consumer rights.

The FEDERAL CONSUMER OFFICE (PROFECO):
Its main objective is to promote and protect the rights and interests of the Consumer while
seeking fairness and legal certainty in the relationship between suppliers and consumers, for
which the entity develops case studies and reports, exposing the best products available in the
15

Mexican market, as well as establishing base prices as part of the consumer goods regulation
process.

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY:
Mexico's Ministry of Economy overlooks the protection of consumer rights, especially the
reinforcement of the population's purchasing power, for which it has endorsed its support for
the work done by PROFECO to safeguard consumer rights, primarily when related to consumer
staples.

The MEXICAN ONLINE SALES ASSOCIATION (AMVO):
A civil-nonprofit organization established in 2014 with to aim to support and promote the
development of eCommerce and digital economy in Mexico, encapsulating 550 Mexican and
international companies, from startups, agencies, and pure players in segments such as retail,
fashion, travel, and finance sectors.
In this case, the association represents the interest of all eCommerce companies while providing
tools to support their growth, working hand in hand with the national authorities and relevant
financial institutions.
The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SELF-SERVICE AND DEPARTMENT STORES
(ANTAD):
The association began activities in 1983, bringing together leading retail chains in Mexico,
including 103 companies as of 2022, of which 35 are self-services companies, 17 departmental
stores, and 51 specialized stores. The previous includes 34,561 establishments aiming to
promote fair and honest competition among each other by providing training, information
exchange, and experience to improve commercial operations.
Likewise, the ANTAD is a service organization that represents the legitimate interest of its
associates, promoting the development of the retail trade and its suppliers in a market economy
with social responsibility.

6.

Largest Retail Companies in Mexico
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To illustrate the Mexican retail market and its focus, we approach the leading Mexican playersin
the industry, divided into three categories: Supermarkets, Apparel retailers, and eCommerce
Platforms.

6.1 Supermarkets
In the Mexican case, it can be stated that the leading grocery stores are represented by the
following actors:
Wal-Mart: Walmart Mexico Headquarters are based in Mexico City with a presence in 2021 of
288 over the country, an average size per store of 7,250 m2, and located in over 100 cities,
representing 28.4% of WalMex net revenue in 2020.

Soriana, is a leading Mexican company founded in 1968 in the city of Torreón, Coahuila and
headquarter in Monterrey, Nuevo León. As of 2022, the company has an estimated 86,000
collaborators and 15 distribution centers in 8 states around Mexico.
Soriana operates more than 790 supermarket stores and price clubs with an extensive line of
eatable brands, clothing, and general merchandise according to the consumption needs of the
customer groups. Moreover, the company went public in 1987, listing its share on the Mexican
Stock Exchange market.

Grupo Comercial Chedraui, also known as Chedraui, is a company with three business
segments, supermarkets in Mexico in the United States and a Real Estate Division.
As of December 31, 2019, the company had 306 branches in Mexico, of which 198 are Tienda
Chedraui, 60 Super Chedraui, 15 Super Che, and 33 Supercitos, among which you can find are
19 Chedraui Stores and 4 Super Chedraui in a select format.

In the United States, specifically in the States of California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Texas, Chedraui operates a network of 125 Supermarkets, of which 64 operate under the
trade name El Super and 61 as Fiesta.

Grupo La Comer is a company with 76 business units, 33 under La Come stores, 13 under the
brand of City Market, 19 under Fresko, and 13 under Sumesa. The company dates back to 1962,
17

opening the first store in Insurgentes, Mexico City. In 1991, the company associated with the
American chain Costco participated in developing the price club markets in Mexico.
Related to the previous is that the company went public in Mexico in 1911, and by 1996, its
shares began to be offered on the New York Stock Exchange market in the USA.

6.2 Departmental stores
Grupo Coppel is a 100% Mexican company with 80 years in the market, more than 113,000
employees, an estimated 1,600 points of sale, a presence in more than 450 cities, and is among
the top 10 employers in Mexico.
Grupo Coppel is made up of the largest omnichannel department store chain that offers a wide
variety of products and financial and digital services to serve ta coarse segment of the Mexican
population. In 2021, it advanced 40 positions in the ranking of the 250 largest retailers
worldwide, from no—153 in 2020 to 113.

El Puerto de Liverpool, also known as Liverpool, is a mid-high-end retailer and the second
largest chain of department stores in Mexico, with an estimate of 136 stores under the name of
Liverpool, 131 under Suburbia, and 27 shopping centers that include Perisur and Galerias
Monterrey.
The company was founded in 1847, and by 1872, starting importing merchandise from Europe,
which departed from Liverpool, England, adopting the name of Liverpool for the first store in
1862.
Grupo BAL, the holding that integrates El Palacio de Hierro, Mexico’s main luxury segment
departmental store, first began operations in 1891 in downtown Mexico City, becoming part of
Grupo BAL in 1963, being their iconic branding phrase first used in 1996 "Soy Totalmente
Palacio," under a synonym of a lifestyle that has helped the company expand to 13 stores and
3 Casa Palacio, which offers more than 200 exclusive interior brands.

6.3 eCommerce Market places


Mercado Libre, originally from Buenos Aires, Argentina, the marketplace was founded
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in 1999 as a revolutionary engine for the Latin-American market, currently operating in over
18 countries with shares listed in Nasqad, prevailing the Startup essence in the company that
operates Mercado Pago and Mercado Envio presently.

It is stated that before the COVID-19 pandemic, the company had a linear growth in the
Mexican market, being its net
income estimated at 40,3 million
dollars from 2015 to 2017,
increasing 100% by 2018 to 109
million dollars and 500% by
2020 with 575,2 million dollars
in Mexico, being is reflected in
the attached graphic.

Fig.5.- Net revenue generated by Mercado Libre in Mexico from 2015 to 2021


Amazon Mexico

The American online store founded in 1994 by Jeff Bezos first entered the Mexican market in
2013, providing the possibility to buy electronic books and kindles; however, as of June 2015,
the company developed into what is today the most extensive virtual store worldwide.
With the rise of e-commerce, in 2021, Amazon Mexico 278%, more than 50% of their sales
from SMEs, making the platform more democratic and accessible.

7.

Business opportunities in Mexico

The Mexican market is currently facing expansion, primarily when related to online
consumption. Furthermore, for the second-largest economy in Latin America, eCommerce and
delivery services are part of the expansion route for retailers after the COVID-19 pandemic,
which left significant effects on consumption patterns for retailers, majorly linked to an increase
in purchases of consumer staples.
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Moreover, the retail sector is estimated to grow 40% over the next five years in Mexico, being
15% higher when compared to the rest of Latin America, being eCommerce is a vital instrument
of the process, for which its growth is estimated in 58% over the same period; however, in-store
purchases are not to disappear from the market, as they are expected to represent 76% of the
gross sells for the retail segment by 2025.

Omnichannel retailers will be the primary growth by 2025, expecting to increase by 165%,
while e-commerce retailers project a 99% gross revenue increase. Related to this is the
development of the virtual reality and the metaverse, for which the customer and the viewer are
to immerse themselves in virtual and social experiences, as its application within SYMES retails
has a more significant impact on the customer experience, as it converses eCommerce, market
research, and marketing, which targets the market under a more particular aspect.

Due to the previous, the Mexican and Latin-American companies focus on providing more
interactive content and promoting a more pleasant customer journey adopting measures such as
the development of logistic and technological capacity, as well as a strong marketing strategy;
in regards to new consumer necessities, it is expected a modification of consumer patters, as it's
expected that consumer focus on essential needs and wellness for which, delivery services and
products related to the field are to keep in demand.

Two other main aspects are supply chain and communication channels; in this case, the
efficiency of the supply chains, as well as providers' diversification and adaption of new
technologies for cost-efficient services, represent fundamental actors in retail growth; likewise,
strategic communication is to be developed since the consumer preference for acquiring goods
with a social brand or cause.
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8. Main Retail Events in the United States and Mexico
8.1 THE UNITED STATES
1. NRF TECH
Retailers Technology Summit
When: January 16-18, 2022
Where: New York City, New York
The event aims to present technology development for
the retail business and spark new ideas.

2. CES (CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION)
When: January 5th -8th, 2023
Where: Las Vegas, Nevada
The world’s most influential technology event, hosting
presentations of new products and technologies in the
consumer electronics industry

3. SHOPTALK
When: March 26th- 29th, 2023
Where: Las Vegas, Nevada
The retail event provides a platform for large retailers and companies reshaping how customers
discover, shop, and buy, presenting technology developments and an experiential platform for
manufacturers, tech companies,

investors, and

retailers.
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8.2 MEXICO

4. Expo ANTAD
When: March 17-19th, 2022
Where: Guadalajara, Jalisco
Mexico’s leading retail event focused on the generation of business meetings and relying on
alternative activities to advertise the attributes and benefits of the
products and services presented.

5. ECSE E-commerce Summit & Expo.
When: July 6-7th, 2022 – October 5-6th, 2022
Where: Online
The leading platform for electronic commerce in Mexico, which serves as a meeting point for
experts and entrepreneurs to connect and share knowledge,
strategies, and solutions of the main trends in eCommerce,
such as logistics, digital marketing, payments/transactions,
platforms, and technologies.
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9. Conclusion
Since SARS-COVID 19 pandemic started in 2020, Mexico's digital panorama has suffered a
significant impact due to confinement and the need for digitalization.
As of 2021, Mexico reported 84 million people connected to the internet, majorly via mobile
devices, resulting in 3.5 million new users by the end of 2021. In addition, new social media
users increased by 12.4%, resulting in 11 million unique users, predominantly
on Facebook and YouTube, for which these channels represent a new area of opportunity for
the e-commerce segment while benefitting social media.

Although Mexico does not escape the regional economic imbalance produced by the pandemic,
the growth of electronic commerce has been boosted due to the "new normality."
The most significant use of digital platforms focuses on satisfying needs for goods and services:
90.5% of people search online for products and services, and 92.4% of users visit retail websites
or digital stores.

The annual expense that shows the most significant growth (42.5%) is purchasing food and
personal care, a category that generated 1.93 billion USD in 2020, allowing us to visualize the
potential of digital marketing investment while offering an overview of the supply and demand
of the Mexican digital universe.
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